
QU.S. Vice President Joseph Biden
earlier this year called for the
renewal of the U.N.-backed
International Commission

against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIG), an
independent body created in 2006 to fight
organized crime and corruption, as a con-
dition of U.S. aid to the Central American
nation. While many Guatemalan civil soci-
ety groups have urged extending CICIG's
mandate when it expires in September,
President Otto Pérez Molina has
expressed doubts about its future, and
some critics have said the body is uncon-
stitutional, unsuccessful and biased. How
successful has CICIG been in its first years
of operation? Should its mandate be
extended? What factors are shaping the
debate, and what will most likely be the
outcome?

AEduardo Stein, former vice pres-
ident of Guatemala: "The main
motivation in many sectors of
Guatemalan society for wanting

CICIG to continue is the recent outcome of
the proceedings to designate the new
Supreme Court and Courts of Appeals
magistrates. There are very serious con-
cerns about the real independence of the
judiciary. And the generalized feeling of
defenselessness in most citizens vis-à-vis
the persistence of violence, organized
crime and widespread corruption finds in
CICIG some element of independent
investigative capacity and support amidst
weak justice institutions. This sentiment

relates to a broader concern that corrup-
tion, organized crime and powerful interest
groups have infected the institutional scaf-
folding of the Guatemalan state. Moreover,
even if CICIG is a temporary international
aid mechanism, it is considered indispen-
sable in the present electoral process and a
quite unique and innovative international
cooperation design. Yet, many
Guatemalans also feel that CICIG should
go. The reasons are quite diverse.
Arguments of scant results after more than
seven years and three commissioners are
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Colombian President Juan Manuel
Santos said Wednesday that the military
would resume bombings of the FARC fol-
lowing rebels' deadly attack on soldiers
in Cauca province. Santos was in Cali to
visit soldiers wounded in the attack. See
story on page 2.
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Political News

Colombia to Resume Bombings of
FARC After Attack on Soldiers

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos
said Wednesday that the country's military
will resume aerial bombings of the FARC
in the wake of a deadly rebel attack on sol-
diers in a remote part of Cauca province,
Agence France-Presse reported. Santos'
announcement ended a halt to bombings
of FARC positions that Santos had called
last month. "I have ordered the armed
forces to end the order suspending bomb-
ing raids against FARC camps until further
notice," said Santos. The rebel attack late
Tuesday left at least 10 soldiers dead, The
New York Times reported. A top military
official said rebels attacked the troops as
they were conducting a patrol. "They were
attacked with explosives, grenades and
firearms," said General Mario Augusto
Valencia, the commander of the army's
Third Division, AFP reported. The Red
Cross and other rescuers evacuated the
wounded, but poor weather was hindering
the operation, said Valencia. There had
seemed to be progress in ending
Colombia's five-decade armed conflict

after the peace talks between the govern-
ment and the FARC, being held in Havana,
reached their two-year mark in November.
Over the past months, the rebels had
declared a unilateral cease-fire and said
they would end their practice of recruiting

children. The government and the rebels
also agreed to cooperate on finding and
removing buried landmines. However, the
attack on the soldiers has dealt a setback to
the process. "This implies a clear break of
the unilateral cease-fire pledge," Santos
said of the attack during a televised address
on Wednesday, The New York Times report-
ed. "This is a reprehensible action that will
not remain unpunished and demands
decisive measures, and it will have conse-
quences for those involved." Santos
ordered the military to hunt down the
rebels who were responsible for the attack.
He did not, however, suspend the peace
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Mexico's Elections Watchdog
Quashes Ads Critical of President

Mexico's elections watchdog on 
Tuesday said television and radio 
advertisements from the conserva-
tive opposition National Action 
Party that accuse President Enrique 
Peña Nieto of misspending taxpayer 
money contain "slanderous mes-
sages" and must be pulled from the 
airwaves, The Wall Street Journal 
reported. The ads criticize the presi-
dent for allegedly taking around 200 
people with him on a state visit to 
the United Kingdom earlier this 
year. The decision raised concerns 
about censorship and the opposi-
tion's ability to criticize the Peña 
Nieto administration.

Brazil's Economy Posts
Unexpected Expansion

Brazil's economy saw an unexpected
expansion in February, the central
bank said Wednesday, Bloomberg
News reported. The seasonally
adjusted economic index, a proxy
for GDP, rose 0.36 percent month-
on-month after a 0.11 monthly
decline in January. In a Bloomberg
survey, 31 economists had expected
a median decline of 0.20 percent. 

Chile to Build $1 Billion 
Electrical Transmission Line

Chilean Energy Minister Máximo
Pacheco said earlier this week that
he will sign a decree today to
approve electrical interconnections,
including a $1 billion transmission
line that will stretch 3,000 kilome-
ters (1,865 miles) to connect renew-
able plants in the country's north to
the grid in the center of the country,
where there are power shortages, by
2017, Bloomberg News reported.
This will help unleash production
from the 44 power plants that were
under construction at the end of
March, the news service reported.

“ This is a reprehensible

action that will not 

remain unpunished...”
— Juan Manuel Santos

combined with concerns about external
international pressures that affect sover-
eignty and some worrisome signs in the
performance of the previous two com-
missioners that resorted to questionable
and unethical practices—not only in
biased agendas—going beyond their
mandate and trying to unduly force legal
proceedings. The lack of proper supervi-
sion by the United Nations' political
under-secretariat (CICIG not being
strictly a U.N. body since its inception)
produced a novel condition that has pro-
jected an image of a totally independent
entity without an adequate oversight and
accountability mechanism. But the deep-
est fears for the continuation of CICIG
lie in recent success stories in support of
the nation's prosecuting office

(Ministerio Público) and the determina-
tion of the new commissioner to investi-
gate corruption in the public sphere as
well as political parties' finances: both
strictly within the mandate. President
Pérez Molina expects the report of a
high-level commission by the end of
April and will decide probably by the end
of May. The prospects for continuation
are unfortunately quite grim."

AKelsey Alford-Jones, execu-
tive director of the Guatemala
Human Rights Commission:
"Extension of CICIG's man-

date is an essential part of Guatemala's
process to strengthen its justice system.
In a context of widespread impunity,
CICIG has driven more than 200 inves-
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talks. "Acts of this nature and seriousness
demonstrate once more the need to accel-
erate the negotiations to put an end to this
conflict," said Santos, the newspaper
reported. In Havana, FARC negotiator
Félix Antonio Muñoz, also known by his
nom de guerre Pastor Alape, blamed the
government for continuing operations
against the FARC. "It appears that the
cause is the incoherence on the part of the
government, to be ordering military oper-
ations against a guerrilla force that has
declared a truce," he said, according to The
New York Times. Muñoz also reiterated a
call for a bilateral cease-fire. "These events
have to stop," he said, Bloomberg News
reported. "A bilateral truce, a bilateral
cease-fire is urgent for the nation." Santos
he would not be forced to declare a cease-
fire by rebel attacks. 

Brazilian Ruling Party's Treasurer
Quits After Arrest in Scandal 

João Vaccari, the treasurer of Brazil's gov-
erning Workers' Party, has stepped down
from his position after being arrested in
connection with a corruption scandal at
state oil company Petrobras, BBC News

reported Thursday.
Vaccari was arrested
Wednesday and is
charged in an alleged
scheme in which the
party and politicians
received money
from inflated deals
between Petrobras
executives and con-
struction firms.
Vaccari is the closest
ally of President

Dilma Rousseff to be arrested in connec-
tion with the scandal, and his arrest puts
more pressure of the president, who has
denied knowledge of the corruption, but is
facing declining popularity, street protests
and calls for her impeachment.
Prosecutors said Vaccari was the Workers'
Party's link in the alleged kickback scheme
and that they have "ample proof " that he
asked for donations from former Petrobras
directors and contractors. Vaccari said in a
statement in February that the party
received only legal contributions, and the
Workers' Party said in a statement that it is

sure of his innocence "not only because of
his conduct, but because in a democratic
state everyone has the fundamental right
to be considered innocent until proven
guilty." More than 40 politicians, including
the heads of both chambers of Congress,
are being investigated in connection with
the Petrobras scandal, and dozens of exec-
utives from the country's top engineering
and construction firms have been charged.

Company News

Mexico's Gicsa Planning 
Initial Public Offering

Mexico-based real estate company Gicsa
is planning an initial public offering in
May, Reuters reported, citing a prospectus

released Wednesday by Mexico's stock
exchange, Reuters reported. The prospec-
tus did not specify any price details. Gicsa
said it would sell stock both in Mexico and
elsewhere. The company constructs shop-
ping centers, office properties and high-
end residential developments. Last year,
the company had revenue of 3.5 billion
pesos ($229.57 million) as well as net
profit of 1.3 billion pesos and 20.5 billion
pesos of debt, according to the prospectus.
The company is planning to use the pro-
ceeds from the offering to boost its gener-
al working capital and pay down debt as
well as for developing and building 14
new projects. J.P. Morgan is leading the
IPO globally, while Grupo Financiero
Banorte, Actinver Casa de Bolsa and
Vector Casa de Bolsa are handling the
offering in Mexico. 
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Vaccari
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QAn historic handshake and
meeting between U.S.
President Barack Obama and
Cuban President Raúl Castro

punctuated the seventh Summit of the
Americas, which wrapped up Saturday
in Panama City. What did the meeting
mean for the thaw in relations between
Washington and Havana, and how well
did it pave the way for future talks
between the two nations? What did the
summit accomplish for U.S. relations
with the rest of the hemisphere? Were
tensions between the United States and
Venezuela a hindrance at the summit?
To what extent did heads of state at the
gathering make progress on issues
such as economic growth, social
development and energy?

ABeatrice Rangel, member of
the Advisor board and direc-
tor of AMLA Consulting in
Miami Beach: "As both

Obama and Castro said in different
words, the meeting entombed remnants
of the Cold War. The meeting opens an
avenue of possibilities for Cuba, the
Caribbean and the United States. As

happened after reunification in
Germany, Cuban families will be able to
regroup and join efforts and resources
to develop a land that has been denied
all freedoms including the freedom to
build its own future. The geopolitical
viewpoint is that the interaction will
certainly contribute to strengthen the
economic tailwinds soon to blow in the
Caribbean as a result of the expansion
of the Panama Canal and the rise of the
Pacific corridor. The closeness of Cuba
to the United States in general could
make it a good platform to produce
affordable pharmaceutical products
and for the east Coast to be supplied
with lower cost organic products. And
as the country rises to the middle-class
echelons, its will retake the role it
played for 500 years: a facilitator of
inter-oceanic trade. This will take at
least three decades, but as the wise men
of China say, a thousand-mile journey
starts with a single step."

Editor's note: The above is a continua-
tion of a Q&A published in Tuesday's
Advisor.

The Dialogue Continues

What Was Accomplished at the Summit of the Americas?
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tigations of criminal networks, parallel
power structures and corrupt govern-
ment officials and brought criminal
charges against high-level officials,
including members of the police and
military once thought to be untouchable.
CICIG has strengthened Guatemala's
institutions, helping to modernize tech-
niques for criminal investigation and
recommending important legal reforms.
Because of CICIG's support, Guatemala
now has a witness-protection program as
well as specialized investigative units and
courts for complex or 'high-risk' cases.
As impressive as these achievement are,
they remain fragile and reversible.
CICIG's work has wedged open a crack
in the wall of historic impunity. But if the
wedge is removed, even these limited
opportunities for justice will close.
Under constant assault by increasingly
brazen criminal and clandestine struc-
tures, Guatemala does not have the
momentum to institutionalize these
advances. A diverse set of civil society
organizations, business groups and gov-
ernment officials have called for the
extension of CICIG's mandate. Given
this widespread support, its long list of
concrete successes, dozens of ongoing
investigations and international funding
ensured for the coming years, there is no
legal or practical reason for the CICIG to
close up shop. The lone voices that say
otherwise would seem to have a vested
interest in ensuring impunity. Guatemala
should embrace, not abandon, this
unique opportunity."

ASalvador Paiz, president and
CEO of Teculután Investments
and president of FUNSEPA in
Guatemala City: "El Salvador,

Guatemala and Honduras rank 80, 115
and 126 out of 175 countries in
Transparency International's 2014
Corruption Perception Index. Therefore,
it seems reasonable that Vice President
Biden is looking for ways to mitigate the
risk of corruption when presenting the
proposed Northern Triangle billion-dol-

lar aid package. However, it is not clear
how the current CICIG answers that
question as it only applies to Guatemala,
and Presidents Sánchez Cerén and
Hernández have already rejected its
regionalization. CICIG is an interesting
intellectual construct whereby a U.N.-
backed institution cooperates with the
local attorney general's office to fight
entrenched criminal organizations and
reduce impunity. The Guatemalan
experiment has had some great success-
es, as with the Rosenberg case where
CICIG's involvement averted a national
crisis. Unfortunately, the commission has
also dropped the ball on several high-
profile corruption cases like the investi-
gation of ex-President Portillo (who was
later extradited to the United States
where he was unequivocally found guilty
of money laundering). There have been
three CICIGs and not one institution.
Although I value individual leadership
styles, individuals should not whimsical-
ly reinterpret an institutional mandate to
fit their personal political agendas. In
addition, there has been little in the way
of true capacity building and transfer of
knowledge toward the local judicial sec-
tor. Commissioner Iván Velasquez seems
to be doing a lot of damage control to
getting the commission back on track.
Significant donor resources have already
been invested in the establishment of
CICIG and in ironing out some of the
major wrinkles along the way. The out-
come of the CICIG debate will undoubt-
edly be tied to aid negotiations. However,
donors would be wise to more tightly
focus the mandate on corruption. In so
doing, it would be advisable to purge the
rosters of ideologically charged individu-
als and retain only those that are com-
mitted to strengthening rule of law and
the capacity-building mandate."

The Advisor welcomes reactions to the
Q&A above. Readers can write editor
Gene Kuleta at gkuleta@thedialogue.org
with comments.
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